
Summer Wellness Must-Haves

Health and Wellness Experts at The Bountiful Company Share
Tips to Help Thrive This Summer and Maintain Healthy Habits
Year-Round
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With summer underway, it ’s a great time to take stock of your health and wellness and set yourself

up for success for the rest of the year. While it ’s always a good idea to get your exercise, eat

healthy, and live an active lifestyle, there are also some products and supplements that can help

people live the healthiest versions of themselves.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/Wfpl-bmP0Z8   

Health and Wellness Experts at The Bountiful Company Share Tips to Help Thrive This

Summer and Maintain Healthy Habits Year-Round

Overall Health and Wellness:

Summer is a great time to kick start new healthy habits like taking daily walks, enjoying fresh fruit

and veggies while they’re in season and exploring what vitamins and supplements are right for

you.
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The new Nature’s Bounty  Curated Combinations makes starting easy. This suite of four unique

personalized nutrition packs (Daily Essentials, Set the Foundation, Master the Day, and A Good

Night ) brings personalized nutrition to the masses and takes the guessing game out of vitamin

purchases – all without lengthy health quizzes, blood tests or costly subscriptions.

For those looking for a gummy vitamin option, the Sundown  Adult Multivitamin Gummies and

Sundown  Kids Multivitamins are a fun and delicious way to take your vitamins. These gluten free,

dairy free and Non-GMO gummies have essential vitamins to provide support for bone, immune

and heart health.

Coping with Occasional Stress:

Life can sometimes feel overwhelming and we’re right there with you. To help with occasional

stress*, check out the new Nature’s Bounty  Stress Comfort Fast-Acting Calm , which features a

new chewable watermelon COOLMELTS™ tablet that works quickly to soothe your mind in

response to occasional stress.* Made with a non-GMO formula, this 100% drug-free tablet

activates the refreshing watermelon chill flavor and delivers a cooling sensation as the tablet

quickly dissolves.

Cognitive Health:

Cognitive health is a concern for people of all ages. With that, we officially launched our first-ever

Nature’s Bounty  Brain Health Platform which consists of three products – Brain HP, Brain

Superfood and Brain Focus – which can support cognitive health.*

 Nature’s Bounty  Brain HP is a watermelon jelly bean supplement designed with gamers in mind

who want to support their brain health, focus, reaction time, visual perception, and attention* –

without the caffeine or jitters. Nature’s Bounty  Brain Superfood is a vegan capsule containing a

blend of plant-based antioxidants to support brain health, short-term memory and concentration.*

Nature’s Bounty  Brain Focus is an invigorating flavored COOLMELTS™ tablet to calm the mind

and recharge the brain to help consumers focus in as little as one hour.*

 

Looking and Feeling Our Best:

Let ’s face it – we want to look and feel our best all year-round. One way to pamper yourself is with

the new Nature’s Bounty  Advanced Hair, Skin & Nails Jelly Beans – a first for the beauty

supplement space . These innovative delicious mixed berry, strawberry and watermelon fruit

flavored jelly beans include keratin and twice the amount of biotin as the brand’s original gummy

formula to support beautiful hair, glowing skin and healthy nails.*

But that ’s not all! Women can also turn to the new Solgar  Menopause Relief. For many women,

menopause can effect and even get in the way of daily life – physically and emotionally. By taking

just one tablet daily, Solgar  Menopause Relief relieves a full range of these symptoms and

promotes a positive mood.* In fact, over 90% of women showed improvements in menopausal

symptoms.*^
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For more information, visit bountifulcompany.com 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is

not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

^In clinical studies on Siberian rhubarb after 12 weeks of continued use. Individual results may vary.

 Total US – Multi Outlet + Conv (HSN Category – Food, Drug & Mass Market ) – Latest Completed

52 Weeks Ending 5/23/21

About YourUpdateTV:

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content. It includes

separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment, Money and

Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.
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